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Professional expertise
Commercial litigation and arbitration for corporate equity disputes,

construction disputes, and disputes over purchase and sales contracts;

legal affairs concerning state-owned assets; and routine legal risk

management and control of enterprises (including the establishment of

legal person governance structure, contract management, labor and

personnel management, etc.)

Personal Profile
Mr. CHEN Jian, a partner of Beijing Blossom & Credit Law Firm,

bachelor of law of Xinjiang University, and on-the-job postgraduate of

China University of Political Science and Law, used to work in

PetroChina for nearly 10 years. He has solid theoretical knowledge and

rich practical experience in corporate law and litigation. He started his

lawyer career in 2006 and joined Blossom & Credit in 2011. Mr. CHEN

specializes in: commercial litigation and arbitration for corporate equity

disputes, construction disputes, and disputes over purchase and sales

contracts; legal affairs concerning state-owned assets; and routine legal

risk management and control of enterprises (including the

establishment of legal person governance structure, contract

management, labor and personnel management, etc.). He received the

title of Outstanding Lawyer from Haidian District Bureau of Justice of

Beijing, and Outstanding CPC Member from the Party Committee of

Jiangxi Province and Jiujiang City in Beijing.

Mr. CHEN Jian is dedicated to the legal career. Under the practicing

idea of “making best efforts to complete the matters entrusted by

others”, he strives to provide outstanding legal services for clients in a

diligent and careful manner to maximize the legitimate rights and

interests of clients. In the 17 years of his career as a practicing lawyer,

he handled many non-litigation, litigation, and arbitration cases,

including serving as a permanent legal advisor to universities, large-

sized central enterprises, provincial state-owned enterprises, and large-

sized private enterprises, and represented clients in nearly a thousand

cases.

Representative performance
Provided professional legal services as a permanent legal advisor to



tens of universities, state-owned enterprises, and private enterprises,

including the School of New Energy and New Material of Beijing X

University, a subordinate company of China National Nuclear

Corporation, a tier-2 company of a central state-owned enterprise, and

a large-sized private hospital, all of which are top research institutions

or enterprises leading in new energy, environment technology, mineral

resources, scientific and technology innovation; participated in the

legal services for bankruptcy of a subordinate enterprise of a central

enterprise, for which the lawyer team provided all-round legal services

for the arrangement of thousands of employees, assets disposal, and

debt handling; handled nearly a thousand cases from 2006 when he

entered the lawyer industry, including the following influential cases:

the case of equity dispute of Jiangxi X Real Estate Co., Ltd. (retrial at the

Supreme People’s Court), the case of dispute over large-amount

debts of Shanxi X Coal Mine (which involved a high amount and auction

of equity interests during execution), the case of maritime dispute of

Zhejiang X Shipbuilding Co., Ltd. (which was subject to the exclusive

jurisdiction of a maritime court and involved professional entities such

as a classification society), the case of dispute over equity interests in a

large-sized private hospital (which experienced all proceedings,

including trial of the first instance, trial of the second instance,

remanded for new trial of the first instance, remanded for new trial of

the second instance, retrial, and appeal by the procuratorate), and the

case of construction dispute of Chongqing X Real Estate Co., Ltd. (which

was typical for involving the legal issue of priority of claim in

construction project).
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